We have recently published the largest crosssectional study to date that provides a direct comparison of ambulatory blood pressure (ABP) with home blood pressure (BP) measurements in terms of their ability to detect white coat and masked hypertension phenomena among 613 untreated or treated subjects attending a hypertension clinic. 1 Hermida et al. 2 criticized our paper for ignoring night time ABP measurements, and using only day time (awake) ABP for defining white coat and the masked hypertension phenomena. 1 This criticism is valid given the accumulating evidence on the prognostic ability of night time ABP, which in some studies has exceeded that of day time measurements. 3 In addition, it appears reasonable that, as far as possible, all of the information provided by 24-h-ABP monitoring should be used in diagnosing hypertension phenotypes.
Definitions of white coat and masked hypertension phenomena
We looked at the definitions applied for white coat and masked hypertension phenomena in published papers. White coat and the masked hypertension phenomena have been extensively investigated in crosssectional diagnostic trials. In line with our study, 1 the cross-sectional studies that evaluated white coat and masked hypertension phenomena have been based almost exclusively on day time or awake ABP measurements. 4, 5 This was also the case in long-term outcome trials that assessed the prognostic significance of these phenomena, which also used day time or awake ABP measurements, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] with a few exceptions that used average 24-h-ABP values. 11, 12 Several guideline documents and statements by hypertension societies have provided recommendations on the evaluation of white coat and the masked hypertension phenomena in clinical practice. The 2007 European Society of Hypertension guidelines defined white coat hypertension on the basis of day time or 24-h-ABP. 13 On the other hand, the American Heart Association recommended the use of awake ABP for the diagnosis of white coat hypertension. 14, 15 More recently, the UK National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence, in its recommendations for the management of hypertension, defined white coat and masked hypertension on the basis of day time ABP. 16 The above mentioned data on the definitions used for white coat and masked hypertension in short-term and long-term trials, and in hypertension guidelines suggest that nocturnal ABP levels are largely ignored. By defining white coat hypertension on the basis of day time ABP measurements, there might be cases with low day time ABP but elevated night time ABP that remain undetected. On the other hand, by defining masked hypertension on the basis of day time measurements, there might be cases with low day time ABP but elevated night time ABP that also remain undetected.
Isolated nocturnal hypertension: additional data analysis
We investigated this issue raised by Hermida et al. 2 by performing additional analysis of our data, with the aim of evaluating (i) the proportion of subjects who had elevated nocturnal ABP, but have been labeled as white coat hypertensive on the basis of low day time ABP and, (ii) the proportion of subjects with masked hypertension due to isolated nocturnal ABP elevation, who have been missed (classified as normotensives) because of low day time ABP.
According to our initial analysis, the white coat hypertension phenomenon was present in 88 of the 613 study subjects (14.4%) when night time (awake) ABP was ignored. 1 When night time (asleep) ABP was also evaluated, one quarter of these subjects (n ¼ 23, 3.8%) were not classified as white coat hypertensives because of elevated night time ABP (Table 1) . As expected, these subjects tended to have higher 24-h-ABP levels than those with low day time and night time ABP or normotensives (low clinic, day time and night time ABP, Table 2 ). It is important to note, however, that only 5 out of these 23 subjects had an elevated 24-h-ABP (systolic and/or diastolic 4130/80 mm Hg). Moreover, when a 5 mm Hg gray zone of diagnostic uncertainty was applied to define isolated nocturnal hypertension (45 mm Hg above the diagnostic threshold for night time ABP), only 10 subjects (1.6%) changed classification as a result of nocturnal hypertension (Table 1) .
We also looked at the classification of the masked hypertension phenomenon, which was observed in 94 study subjects (15.3%) in our initial analysis that ignored night time ABP. 1 When night time ABP was taken into account, there were 27 more cases of masked hypertension due to isolated nocturnal hypertension (Table 3) . Subjects with isolated nocturnal hypertension tended to have lower 24-h-ABP levels than those with masked hypertension due to day time ABP elevation only, or day and night time ABP elevation (Table 4) . It is important to note that average 24-h ABP was normal in 24 of the 27 subjects with isolated nocturnal masked hypertension. Moreover, when a 5 mm Hg gray zone of diagnostic uncertainty was applied to define isolated nocturnal hypertension (45 mm Hg above the diagnostic threshold for night time ABP), only seven subjects (1.1%) changed classification because of isolated nocturnal hypertension ( Table 3) .
The above analyses suggest that in our study sample, by taking into account night time ABP in the detection of white coat and masked hypertension phenomena, there are few cases which the diagnosis changes as a result of isolated nocturnal hypertension. More importantly, in most of these cases, individuals have a normal average 24-h-ABP, which makes the diagnosis of ABP hypertension and the need for treatment questionable.
Remaining research questions
In our cross-sectional study, the vast majority of the participants attending a hypertension clinic had uncomplicated hypertension and low to moderate cardiovascular risk. 1 There are three important issues that cannot be investigated in our data set. The first is the prevalence of isolated nocturnal hypertension in other populations, such as patients with established cardiovascular disease, nephropathy, diabetes or sleep apnea, in whom the prevalence of nondipping is higher than in those with uncomplicated hypertension. Second, we could not investigate whether individuals with isolated nocturnal hypertension have a higher cardiovascular risk than normotensives. Third, we also could not investigate whether in these cases the selective reduction of night time BP with drug dosing before bedtime is more effective in preventing cardiovascular events than the usual morning dosing.
The International Database on Ambulatory Blood Pressure In Relation to Cardiovascular Outcomes Investigators included 8711 individuals from 10 populations, and identified 577 untreated individuals (6.4%) with isolated nocturnal hypertension (low office and day time ABP). After a follow-up of 10.7 years, this condition was found to be associated with a higher overall mortality (hazard ratio 1.29, P ¼ 0.045) and cardiovascular event risk (1.38, P ¼ 0.037). 17 Several studies in diabetic 18, 19 and non-diabetic subjects 20, 21 have suggested that elevated nocturnal ABP should be taken into account in decision making, even when day time ABP levels are low.
The usefulness of bedtime dosing of antihypertensive drug treatment aimed at improving nocturnal BP control, and thereby providing more effective protection against cardiovascular events has been inadequately investigated. 22 A recent study in hypertensive patients with nephropathy who were followed for 5.4 years showed that taking at least one antihypertensive drug at bedtime improved the control of nocturnal and 24-h-ABP and reduced the risk of cardiovascular events compared to taking all drugs in the morning. 23 On the other hand, another report by the African American Study of Kidney Disease showed that bedtime dosing of once-daily antihypertensive treatment or the addition Table 2 Characteristics of subjects with white coat hypertension phenomenon defined on the basis of clinic blood pressure and several different aspects of the ambulatory blood pressure profile among 613 subjects attending a hypertension clinic of drugs taken at bedtime did not significantly reduce nocturnal BP compared to morning dosing. 24 Despite the considerable number of studies that have demonstrated the prognostic relevance of nocturnal hypertension, there is still no conclusive evidence on whether a treatment strategy specifically targeting nocturnal BP can eliminate the associated cardiovascular risk. 7, 22 Although it seems reasonable that all aspects of the 24-h-BP profile should be normalized, randomized trials are still needed to demonstrate whether more complex and individualized treatment regimens can achieve more efficient cardiovascular protection than morning dosing with longacting drugs. 
